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By Meira Cook

BRICK BOOKS, Canada, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 221 x 150 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Poetry. Dazzling collection of masques from Manitoba Book of the Year- and
Walrus Poetry Prize-winning author. MONOLOGUE DOGS is a series of contemporary dramatic
monologues. Every voice has its own imagined rhythm and nuances of poetic speech that are as
vibrant, wayward, mournful, errant, or unruly as the characters who speak. Setting the lyric
against street argot, archaic language against deflating or ironic feints, metaphors against
declarative sentences, the elegiac against the ribald, classical or literary allusions against
anachronistic references, these monologues reflect our own disordered subjectivities. In the words
of Molly Peacock: Read her for a fresh, contemporary and knowing sensibility not to mention an
unforgettable sense of humour. Suddenly the car drops down on all fours and will go no further.
Arrival is neither here nor there, mother says, searching for her key. But her key is in the last lost
pocket of the world s overcoat and tonight tonight the forest is ajar. from The Hunger Artists Praise
for MONOLOGUE DOGS: Again Meira Cook proves herself to be one of Canada s most compelling
poets. Molly Peacock These are...
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Thorough manual! Its this sort of good read through. it absolutely was writtern very flawlessly and helpful. I am just easily will get a delight of studying a
created publication.
-- Abdiel Stiedem a nn Sr .-- Abdiel Stiedem a nn Sr .

Extremely helpful for all class of people. It is probably the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD
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